DIY Zoetrope!
Celebrate the 2017 Big Draw by making your very own Zoetrope

Curriculum links: Art, Craft and Design, Science, History, Literacy

Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 3

DIY Zoetrope!
Sam Paechter from Boffin Projects
The theme of the 2017 Big Draw Festival is ‘Living Lines’. What better way to create a moving image
than to make your very own Zoetrope?

This is a practical creative project, where children will learn about the history of the moving image, before bringing
their own images to life through the zoetrope.
Each child will make their own zoetrope out of simple materials. They will then create a short narrative, using pictures
which will be brought to life when put inside the zoetrope. The session will develop children’s practical making skills
as well as giving them an insight to the basic principles of animation.
Sam can work with two classes of up to 32 pupils over the course of one day. He will work with a whole class or half a
class at a time, depending on numbers and time available. Sam will provide all the materials required. Please note,
this session will require the children to use a cool melt glue gun, under supervision. Sam can provide these, but please
indicate if you already have a set in school.

What will the school need to provide?




Scissors and everyday classroom materials eg coloured pens, paper etc
A space to work in with tables and power.
Teacher / teaching assistant support – one or two, depending on group size.

Cost:
£300
This includes the cost of materials.

Sam Paechter’s insatiable appetite for science and the arts is always leading him down new avenues. As an artist he
has worked as a potter, theatre composer and maker of 3D photographic installations. He’s been running workshops in
primary schools for more than twenty years.

HOW TO BOOK
Leeds for Learning is the online booking system for all Leeds City council delivered training courses and programmes.
To book, please visit the Leeds for Learning website. Please speak to your Business Manager as they will access to your
school account. If you have any questions or difficulties, or if you do not have access to Leeds for Learning, please
contact ArtForms directly (details below).

ArtForms Arts Development,
Email: jane.zanzottera@leeds.gov.uk Tel: 0113 378 2854

In the event of cancellation by the school, ArtForms reserves the right to collect fees at a rate of: 5 days or more before delivery is
scheduled- the fee is waived, 4 days or less before delivery is scheduled - 100% of full fee.

